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Getting Started  
This is an introduction for the first user of our website. 

Membership 

Membership is sorted into Institutional membership, and Individual membership. Institutional member is a 
charged member with contents service contract. Anyone could sign up individual membership with free of 
charge.  

Membership is sorted as follows: 

Institutional Membership 
Institutional member is a member of institution or association with charged contents service contract, like 
university or research laboratory. Institutional members could use the contractual contents with PC, and 
other terminals within the IP bandwidth of institution. 

Individual Membership  
It is a common membership that anyone could sign up with free of charge. This cannot use charged 
services, like the original texts. 

Individual Access Service Membership 
This is a membership which is an individual member as well as individual access service member. Individual 
access service members could use the contractual contents with PC, and other terminals outside of the IP 
bandwidth of institution, like home.  

How to Login 
An Individual member has to login to use Individual access service, and Individual account features. You can 
log in as follows: 

1. First, if you are currently logged in as an institutional member, click ‘Logout'. Check login Status  
2. Click Individual Login from the utility menu at the top of the screen. 
3. Input your ID and Password, and click Login. 

Institutional member is logged in automatically within the IP bandwidth of institution, so does not need to 
log in individually. If you are currently logout, you could log in as an institutional member by following 
below: 

1. Click Institutional Login from utility menu at the top of the screen. 
2. You could find the welcome message and institutional login information after certification. 
3. If you are outside of the IP bandwidth of institution, you cannot log in as an institutional member 
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Select Database 
Media Korean Studies DB provides data service that is specialized by each database. Service item for each 
database is like below: 

1) 1Placename search is a search function that shows placenames which appear from the original text, and 
table of contents, mapped on the actual map . Database with the original text index is mapped with 
keyword classify into placename. And database without the original text index is mapped by all texts. 

2) Index of <Korean Literary Collection in Classical Chinese>is available from vol.1[Kyewonp'ilggyeongjip桂
苑筆耕集] to vol.158.[Iramjip一庵集]  

You can select the database as follows:  

1. Click the   menu icon at the top of the screen. 
2. Select database you want to read from the expanded list. 

Service item for each database

Database Book-
list TOC

Original type

Index

Search

Image Text Trans. Total TOC Text Place-
name1)

The Collection of 
Korean 
Anthologies

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Korean Literary 
Collection in 
Classical Chinese

✔ ✔ ✔    ✔2) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

The Collection of 
Korean 
Geography, 
Customs and 
History

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Korean 
Translation of 
Kory6sa

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Historical 
Resources for 
Relations 
between Korea 
and Japan

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
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How to use Individual Access Service 

Individual access service helps institutional members to access the website easily at the outside of 
institution.  

Institutional member is logged in automatically when the user locates within the IP bandwidth of institution. 
Therefore, if a user is within the IP bandwidth, like a university building, the user can use the database that 
is subscribed without any other certification. But if a user is outside of the IP bandwidth, the user cannot be 
certified as a institutional member, so user cannot read the database. To resolve this inconvenience, a user 
can use Individual access service. With Individual Access Service account, a user can access the website 
outside of IP bandwidth, and can use personally specialized functions such as bookmarks. To use this 
service, a user needs to set up as an Individual Access Service member as follows: 

1. Access Media Korean Studies website within the IP bandwidth of institution. How to check login status 
2. Click Log out. Log out 
3. If a user is not an individual member yet, the user needs to sign up. How to sign up 
4. Click Individual Login at the top of the screen. 
5. Click My Page > Settings for Individual Access Service 
6. Click 'Institutional Login' below. 
7. Institution? Please click "Individual access with institution.  
8. Check the  breakdown of set up. 
9. You already logged in when you find ! your institution's name at the top of right side . 

To use Individual access service, please logout and log in again with individual access account. How to login  

Search 
System provides total search, search through database, and search through book(anthology) functions.  

Total Search 

Total Search signifies Full Text Search through all of original texts including Book Title, Author, Table of 
contents, Original text, and Translation of database. A user can search on every database that is available. 
Also, this function provides search options if needed. A user can use the total search page by clicking the " 
Total search button from utility menu at the top of the page. 

1. Input the search word in the search box, and hit enter. 
2. User can select specific database by clicking the certain database from 'Select DB' at the left of the 

page, and click Apply. 
3. You can see the search result by book/anthology, and text. Also, your search word is highlighted with 

yellow color.  
4. To see more search result, click the book/anthology, or text tab at the top of the screen.  

Search through database 

Search through database function is available at the first page of each database. There is a difference 
between data components of each database, therefore the UI of first screen would be different. In this user 
manual, <The Collection of Korean Anthologies> is used as an example. 
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1. Click   the menu icon at the top of the screen, and click <The Collection of Korean Anthologies> 
from the database list. 

2. The list of anthology is shown in default. Input the search word in the search box at the right side of the 
list, and hit enter.  

3. The result will be shown applying into anthology's name, and the author. Also, your search word is 
highlighted with yellow color. 

If you want to search from <The Collection of Korean Anthologies>'s every article, do as follows:.  

1. If you want to search from <The Collection of Korean Anthologies>'s every article, click the Article  
button at the left side of the search box. 

2. Input the search word in the search box at the right side of the screen, and hit enter. 
3. The result will be shown applying into article's name, and the author. 

<The Collection of Korean Anthologies>, <Korean Literary Collection in Classical Chinese>, and <The 
Collection of Korean Geography, Customs and History> have same UI. <Korean Translation of Kory6sa> 
and <Historical Resources for Relations between Korea and Japan> have search through book function. 

Search through book(anthology) 

Search through book(anthology) is the function that searches through the full text of specific 
book(anthology). Search from the specific book(anthology) from the book(anthology)'s Online Reader like 
below: 

1. Click the search tab from the left panel of the Online Reader. 
2. Input the search word in the search box, and hit enter. 
3. The result will be shown applying into author, table of the content, and the original text. Also, your 

search word is highlighted with yellow color. 
4. User can read the database by clicking View table of contents or Quick view at the bottom of the 

result. 
•View table of contents 

This function shows the location of specific text from table of contents, before viewing the result 
texts and images at the right side panel. This function would be useful when the user tries to find 
location of the result from the original text. 

•Quick View 
Quick view function shows the contents on the right side of the screen, without any changes of 
search result. This function would be useful when a user wants to read the search result generally. 
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# How to use smart search  

Smart search is a function that helps expanding the keyword when searching, including automatic 
conversion between Korean/Chinese character. For example, when a user searches with keyword '최치원', 
the system also searches '崔致遠' automatically as well. Smart search function is activated in default.  

Smart search expands the keyword like below: 

1. Recognition of phonetic value Korean/Chinese 
2. Recognition of Chinese heterography(同字異音) 
3. Change Simplified Chinese/ Traditional Chinese 

If user wants to see the results only that matches with exact keyword, user needs to remove the smart 
search function.To remove smart search function, do as follows: 

4. To expand the option window, click the 'Search▼' menu at the left side of search box. 
5. Tick the 'Off smart search', and smart search function is turned off. 
6. Input the search word in the search box, and hit enter. 



Placename Search 

Placename search is a search function that shows placenames which appear from the original text, and 
table of contents, mapped on the actual map . Like the picture below, the user can change the center point 
of the map at the left of the screen, or extend/contract the map, to search the article in the area in the 
circle. The result will be shown at the right panel of the screen.Like the picture below, the user can change 
the center point of the map at the left of the screen, or extend/contract the map, to search the article in 
the area in the circle. The result will be shown at the right panel of the screen.  

If user wants to do placename search, follow as below: 

1. Click Total search > Placename search(tab), or click   the menu icon at the top of the screen, then 
click Placename search. 

2. Map is at the left side of the screen, and the search result appears at the right side of the screen. 
3. Move the center point by double clicking, dragging, extension/contraction the map. 
4. The article located in the circle based on the center point of the map appears at the right panel of the 

screen 
5. If a user wants to see the specific database, click Select DB tab at the right panel of the screen, choose 

database, and click Apply. 

* Placename is based on administrative distirct of Japanese colonial period(1914, Do/Pu/Kun). 
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How to read the original text 

A user can read the original text with Online Reader. With Online Reader, a user can use texts, images, and 
search through book function synthetically. To open Online Reader, click Read online at the 
book(anthology)'s detail page.   

Component of Online Reader  

Online Reader is made up with browsing area, original text area, and tool area. A user can extend/contract 
each area by operating the area adjustment button. 

<Browsing area> 
- Table of contents : Table of contents is the tab that user can look the list of the book/anthology as tree 

form. When the user clicks the Table of contents, relevant content is shown at the right side(original text 
area) of the screen.  

- Search : This is a function that searches through book/anthology. 
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# How to install Adobe Flash Player  

Some of database including “The Collection of Korean Anthologies” are using Adobe Flash Player to 
provided on Online Reader system. Please install the latest version of Adobe Flash Player from below 
address:  

$  https://get.adobe.com/kr/flashplayer/

% Database of <Korean Translation of Kory6sa> and <Historical Resources for Relations between Korea 
and Japan> are provided as a form of Online Reader. 

https://get.adobe.com/kr/flashplayer/
https://get.adobe.com/kr/flashplayer/


- Literary style : This is a function that user can look original text assortatively by its literary style. This 
function is only available for database with literary style information. 

<Text area> 
- Translation : This is a tab that translation is shown.  
- Original text : This is a tab that the original text is shown. 
- Image : This is a tab that image is shown. 

<Tools area> 
- [+]   This is a tool that expands the text size of original text area. 
- [-]   This is a tool that contracts the text size of original text area. 
- [One Page]    This is a tool that shows a single page of the image. 
- [Two Pages]  This is a tool that shows double pages of the image. 
- [Continuous Scroll]  This is a tool that shows the image as continuous scroll. 
- [Print]           This is a tool that prints the original text image. This tool is only available at [One page] 

mode, and a user can print single page at a time.  
- [Zoom In]     This is a tool that expands the original text image. 
- [Zoom Out]  This is a tool that contracts the original text image. 

Specify the layout of the Online Reader 

A user can hide the 'Browsing area' by clicking the area adjustment button. Also, browsing area is adjustable 
by dragging the area adjustment button. 

1. A user can hide the browsing area by clicking the area adjustment button. 
2. Browsing area appears if a user clicks the area adjustment button again. 
3. Browsing area and the original text area are adjustable freely by dragging the area adjustment button. 

Online Reader is sorted into normal mode and extended mode depends on the size of the screen. 

1. When a user clicks & at the right upper side of the Online Reader screen, screen switches to extended 
mode. 

2. At extended mode, the user can switch the screen back to normal mode by clicking '. 
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# How to use index search  

When index is applied to the original text or translation, the indexed text appears as different color.

# Orthography of Chinese characters which have no font 

• General method of separated character is used for <The Collection of Korean Anthologies> and 
<The Collection of Korean Geography, Customs and History>. In case of 禁, it is separated as 
[林/示] 

• <Korean Literary Collection in Classical Chinese> uses image letters. 

Other database, including <Korean Translation of Kory6sa>, uses Ideographic Description Characters of 
Unicode. Ideographic Description Characters of Unicode is a method that shows Chinese character not only 
separation, but configuration. For instance,  “禁” is descripted as “ 林示  

$  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_character_description_languages

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_character_description_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_character_description_languages


Database  
This chapter explains how to filter the list and to search by the database. 

How to filter the list  

A user can see Book(anthology) list and Article list. Article list is an integration of all articles from database. 
To see the anthology list and the article list, please follow as below: 

1. Click the   menu icon at the top of the screen. 
2. Select database you want to read from the expanded list. 
3. Anthology list is shown in default, Anthology(3,976) button is active at the top of the screen. The 

number in blanket(  ) is the number of total books. 
4. A user can change the list into total article list, by clicking Article(1,047,610) button.  

To use the filter, please use the filter area at the right side of the list. Available filters are shown by each 
database. The filter follows format as below:  
 

1. Adjust the filter by changing slider, or checking the filter. 
2. Click Apply. 
3. To off the filter, click Uncheck All button at the top of the filter title. 

But, when you click 가나다 button, AtoZ filter applys immediately. To off AtoZ filter, click the AtoZ off 
button as in the <picture> below. 

- AtoZ : This is the filter in order of spelling. 
- Period : This is the filter in order of specific era. 

Available filters are shown by each database

Database
Classificati
on AtoZ Period Fomat Written 

year
Literary 
Style

Administr
-ative 
District

The Collection of 
Korean Anthologies

Anthology ✔ ✔ ✔

Contents ✔ ✔ ✔

Korean Literary 
Collection in Classical 

Chinese

Anthology ✔ ✔

Anthology ✔

The Collection of 
Korean Geography, 
Customs and History

Book ✔ ✔

Anthology ✔
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- Format : Filter by format. 
- Written year : This is the filter in order of written year of the article. (For Anthology only) 
- Literary Style : This is the filter in order of literary style of the article. (For Anthology only) 
- Administrative district : This is the filter in order of administrative district of the anthology. (Province 

unit). Administrative district of each article can be checked with Placename search function. 
 

Search through database 

Search through database is a function that makes a user enable to search through specific 
database list directly, without using total search.  

1. Click the   menu icon at the top of the screen. 
2. Select database you want to read from the expanded list. 
3. The book list is shown in default. 
4. Input the search word in the search box at the top of the filter at the right side of the screen, and hit 

enter. 
5. To search from the article list, switch into article list by clicking the article list at the top of the screen. 

Bookmarks 

With this feature, a user can bookmark anthologies, and articles.  To use bookmark function, a user need to 
login as a Individual Access Service account. Check login status  

1. Click the   menu icon at the top of the screen.  
2. Select database you want to read from the expanded list. 
3. To add a bookmark, click the star button at the left side of the list. The star button is changed into 

yellow, and added to bookmark. 
4. To see the bookmark list only, check the checkbox at the left upper side of the list. 
5. To off the bookmark only mode, uncheck the checkbox at the left upper side of the list.  
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% Article list is not provided for <Korean Translation of Kory6sa> and <Historical Resources for Relations 
between Korea and Japan>. List of articles are provided in Online Reader.

% If filter function is applied, the system provides internal scan with the filter. 



Table of contents 

A user can explore the specific book(anthology)'s table of contents at the bottom of the screen. First, the 
user needs to move to relevant book's detail information from the list. 

1. Table of contents is shown as a tree mode, when a user scroll down to the bottom. During its loading, 
loading sign image will be shown. 

2. A user can (expand/collapse) the table of contents by clicking items. 
3. To move to the specific contents, double-click the table of contents. 

Viewing the table of contents by its literary style is available for <The Collection of Korean Anthologies> 
and <Korean Literary Collection in Classical Chinese>.  

1. Click specific literary style which you want to filter at the right side of the table of contents, and click 
Apply button at the bottom of the screen 

2. The table of contents of relevant literary style is expanded and colored into red. 
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General Information 
This chapter is about general information of service during using the website. 

Message about Access Authority  

If a user don't have authority to view the original text, below message would appears: 

Users can check their access authorities by following as below:  

1. First, users need to check whether they are currently logged in, or not. Check login status 
2. If you are currently using our website out of your institution, you need to check that you are logged in 

with Individual Access Service. My page > Settings for Individual Access 

Report an error 

If you find any error from our website system, please report us the error, so we could expedite action about 
the error. To report the error, please do as follows: 

1. Open the page which has difficulties. 
2. Click Report error button at the right upper side of the Online Reader, or at the bottom of the screen.   
3. Fill in all of the blanks, and click Send. 
4. The report form will be sent to the person in charge. 
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( You do not have access permission. 

You do not have authority. 
Please subscribe it. 

Thanks! 



Check login status 

A user can check the login status according to each membership.  

Institutional Membership 
When a user is logged in as a institutional membership, red colored member icon and institution name 
appears like ! MK UNIVERSITY, in utility menu at the top of the screen. 

Individual Membership 
When a user is logged in as a individual membership, red colored member icon and username appears like 
!홍길동, in utility menu at the top of the screen. 

Individual Access Service 
When a user is logged in as a individual access service membership, red colored member icon, and 
username(institution name) appears like ! 홍길동(MKSTUDY), in utility menu at the top of the screen. 

Thank you.
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